I. Introduction
The study of non-linear 0; ti' , An) , (2) and B(u) is the local friction coefficient B(«) =^Jdu '(«' -u) Wt (u, 0; «', An) .
D(u) =±fdv! («
The transition probability Wt(u, 0; u\An) is the probability density that a particle has action u' at time An given that it had action « at time 0. The time An is assumed to be small compared to the evolution time, The diffusion coefficient may be compared to numerical measurements ob tained by direct iteration of the mapping equations. However it b difficult to make thb comparison due to the rapid oscillations of the diffusion. In numer ical calculations of D, we must iterate the map a number of times. As the In Fig. 6a 
The validity of (17) has been studied numerically for 103 < M < 108 and 10 < n < 1000. For actions satisfying (17), the variance b within five percent of the quasilinear value.
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Another effect of the variation of D with « b seen by comparing results of
calculations made at different times n. Fig. 7b shows results at time n = 40.
Comparing Fig. 7a to Fig. 7b , we see that the location of the maxima and minima of the variance change with n. Near u = 75 in Fig. 7b With thb initial condition P(6,u,t) b just the probabilbtic form of the transi tion probability Wt used in the main text. Equation (A2) may be solved using a Green's function. We find 
'(^•^[-(tS)'/']-with A= (<r/2) •/». For t = «-«'-A(u) we have _ 1 V^=•=£ "»'(#-#'-*(»)) 2* « m'ss-oo

Using thb relation in (A4) and inserting into (A3), we obtain P(*,tt,t)= £ ei£r1e<w',e-,'n'AW m's-oo
j-t-**" 9P(B\«+csin f, t --1) .
Introducing the Fourier transform of P (0,u,t) 
AM -4-)+(--«.) (^+1{.-«.)' (S)" +-=ct(ue) + uK(uo) + •••.
Then we obtain lu =e~im* f du e-«*+"»*)«p(0',tt+€sin f,i -1) .
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Letting u; = u + esin0', we see that
Iu ss e-<moe<t ( 
